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X
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Audit Result Certification Surveillance

Results

84.85% 96.97%
Score

Critical Criteria 100.00% 100.00%

1. Audit summary

1.1. Summary of scores (public)

Farm

Level C

Level B -

2. Audit (public)

-

Level A - -

1.2. Conclusion of the audit team (public)

The audit team concluded that the farm Ariston Management Services - Clearwater  Estate Complies with Year 0 requirements - 

Level C with the current version of the normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network. The certification decision is 

responsibility of the contracted certification body.

2.1. Standards and Policies Used

The audit was conducted based on the following normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network:

Certification Rules, July 2017.

Sustainable Agriculture Standard, July 2017 (version 1.2).

SAN Lists for Pesticide Management, July 2017.
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Other use*                                                                             -   

sub total                                                                       79.61 

Certified Crops

Other Conservation Areas

Tea 279.50

sub total                                                                     562.60 

Other Areas

Other use*                                                                             -   

(*) Change the type of land use if necessary

Other structures*                                                                             -   

sub total                                                                     320.80 

Total Scope                                                                     963.01 

2.2. Scope (public)

Avocado 12.12

Macadamia 270.98

                                                                            -   

This audit covered the evaluation of the social and environmental performance of the farm(s) with respect to the applicable 

criteria of the SAN’s normative documents indicated in the previous sub-section. The areas and crops covered by the scope of 

the certification are shown below (please verify and confirm if the information in the application form under farm area is the 

same, if different indicate them):

Scope of property and land use (ha)

Environmental

Conservation Area                                                                       79.61 

Infrastructure                                                                     246.96 

Other use*                                                                             -   

Other use*                                                                       73.84 
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2.4. Public Summary

The general description of the farm, audit (scope and audit team) as well as the non-compliances identified during this audit will 

be available to the public on the electronic portal of the contracted certification body.

2.3. Confidentiality Agreement (public)

The audit team that prepared this document is committed to confidentiality with the farm audited, the management and use of 

information of the properties acquired during the course of the audit. The certification body contracted keeps copies of the 

confidentiality declarations signed by the auditor team and staff.
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Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit

1.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.5 COMPLIES COMPLIES

Findings (public)

3.1. Farm

3. Description of Criteria

A farm baseline assessment was conducted on May 17th 2019. There is a farm map 

titled Clearwater Estate Map with the following details; location of production plots for 

every type of crop grown, roads, factory, villages and other infrastructures, natural 

ecosystems e.g. Dowetowe forest and Chinyamaara springs. Information on each 

production plot; type of crop, Crop variety, area in ha, year of planting (crop age) and 

monthly and annual production level has also been provided. Total farm area is 

963.01ha, area under tea is 279.5ha, Macadamia nuts is 270.98ha, avocado is 12.12ha 

conservation management is 79.61ha, infrastructure is 246.96ha and other areas is 

27.4ha. The farm management has not developed a farm boundary polygon in line with 

RA Spatial Data Requirements.

CORRECTIVE ACTION. A farm boundary polygon has been developed and provided in 

line with the RA spatial data requirements.

The factory handles certified an uncertified tea, a products separation protocol for the 

factory has been documented to ensure that uncertified tea and certified does not mix. 

Tea from the estates is certified tea and records are maintained to indicate the amounts 

received. Tea is weighed at the farm leval and the weight confirmed at the factory. 

Delivery note indicating certified status of tea is also maintained. The factory also 

receives tea from 6 out growers considered as uncertified tea. Each out grower is given a 

copy of receipt indicating amount of tea delivered, the weight is confirmed at the factory 

to confirm what was received at the farm. A two hours window of processing certified and 

uncertified tea is maintained to ensure no mixing of the two. Transportation and 

processing of both certified and uncertified is done separately.  Clearwater estate also 

process Macadamia nuts and avocado from its estates only no sourcing of macadamia or 

avocado is done from outside. Records of what has been picked are maintained for both 

crops.

All volumes of tea received at the factory are documented from the point of green leaf 

received to the point of dispatch. Delivery books indicating dates, table for withering, 

processing book and dispatch book with running invoice numbers based on packed KGs. 

Analysis book is also maintained for both certified and uncertified tea indicating grades of 

tea manufactured for specific dates for certified and uncertified tea. In addition, invoices 

are maintained for both certified. Processing lines are clearly marked certified and 

uncertified; packing and storage section is clearly indicated to maintain product integrity.  

The group administrator has expanded the Macadamia factory. An environmental social 

impact assessment has been conducted for the expansion of Macadamia factory and 

approval for expansion given on 28th January 2019 by Environmental management 

agency of Zimbabwe. 

The farm management has developed and implemented procedures for selection and 

monitoring of service providers. Selection is done by estate manager based on the 

services required. Service providers listed are; Guvava Builders, Mukuni construction 

Brown Engineering and Groundswell Africa. The service providers have signed contracts 

and commitment letters to complying with social and environmental requirements of the 

standard. Continuous monitoring is done by evaluation the service providers using a 

checklists developed as per the RA standard requirements .Trainings have been 

conducted to the service providers, trainings conducted on 11/04/2019, 13/06/2018 and 

02/02/2018.
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1.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.7 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

The wildlife management and conservation policy prohibits the hunting, capturing and 

trafficking of animals as well as the killing of endangered species. Workers and the 

community around are sensitized on the no hunting of wildlife policy through training.  

There is signage within the estate prohibiting hunting.

A policy has been documented to ensure that here is no use of forced, compulsory or 

slave labour. This is displayed on the staff notice board. Workers are sensitized about 

the policy through training sessions.

The entity has documented to promote the welfare of it's workers through maintaining an 

atmosphere free of sexual harassment and mistreatment. Grievance procedures have 

been developed for step by step reporting and follow up of any such incidents in the 

event that they occur. Workers are aware of this policy and procedures.

All sewage from the factory and village camps for the workers is contained in septic tank 

and pit latrines. No untreated sewage observed being released into aquatic ecosystem.

The farm management has developed an IPM plan where pest management steps are 

based on the analysis of pest monitoring records that is scouting. Pest are managed 

using Biological controls, mechanical control such as manual weed control, removal of 

affected plants, pruning and minimal tillage, physical mechanism such as use of traps 

and non-restrictive low toxicity pesticides only used if their need is justified by scouting 

results. Scouting is done after every two weeks.  All workers involved in implementation 

of IPM plan have been trained. Managers and supervisors training conducted on 

12/03/2018, chemical handlers trained on 10/05/2018 and estate workers trained on 

29/06/2018.

All chemicals used in the estate are registered and approved under SAN. Chemicals 

include:  Glyposate, Imazapyr (imidazolinone), Lambda cyhalothrine, Alpha cypermethrin, 

Gamma cyhalothrin and Mancozeb.

GMO policy has been developed for the estate and approved by the CEO. The country 

policy on GMO also exists where no GMO product is allowed. 

Human sewage is not used in production or processing activities at the tea estate, 

macadamia or avocado farm or at the processing facility.

The farm was first certified in 2016. There are HCV 5 areas in the farm where the local 

communities carry out rain making rituals. These areas are conserved using signage to 

prevent hunting, setting of traps and snares, apiary and felling of trees. Regular 

monitoring is done to check on the status of these areas. Further, training is done to 

prevent the destruction. Guards are assigned these areas to patrol.

Clearwater estate was first certified in 2016. It  has conserved the natural forest within 

the estate by regular monitoring and checks to prevent their destruction. Rivers and 

dams are  well preserved. The workers and community around are sensitive on the need 

to conserve biodiversity through trainings. The workers are provide with firewood from 

eucalyptus trees to minimize the chance of them destroying the natural forest for 

firewood.

There is a documented protected areas policy. Clearwater estate has identified Chimara 

spring, Manhungumira hill,  Natural forest composed of the Dowetowe trees(used for rain 

making ceremonies) as protected areas. Degradation of these areas is prevented 

through sensitization training and maintenance checks. 

All wastewater from the processing facility is managed in waste water lagoons. Waste 

water in the housing facilities is managed in soaker way.  No release of waste water into 

an aquatic ecosystem was observed. 

The farm management has maintained an approved budget for 2019/2020 that details 

budget of various activities including, training of workers, provision of PPE, repair and 

maintenance of infrastructure such as workers housing, farm management activities such 

as pruning and agrochemical application. There is also commitment letter signed by the 

chief executive officers, in addition 7 principle holders have signed appointment letter for 

principle holders of various sections of the standard. Internal inspection has also been 

conducted to check compliance of the farm with the requirements of the standard.
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4.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.5 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.8 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.9 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.10 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.11 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.12 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.13 COMPLIES COMPLIES

The farm provides housing for it workers in 3 Villages, the houses met all the criterion 

requirements. A workers register living in the villages is in place. It indicates the house 

number and occupants(worker and dependents).

There is a recruitment policy to ensure no  discrimination during hiring. An addition policy 

has been documented to prevent discrimination. Workers are aware of the policies and 

their part in the implementation.

Workers are aware of their right to join or establish workers' union. 31 fixed term contract 

and permanent workers are members on the General Agriculture and Plantations 

Workers Union of Zimbabwe. Sensitization on the eligibility to register for the union is 

done during  training on labour laws. A contribution of 1.4% of the basic salary is required 

per month.  

All workers are paid above minimum wage for a standard work week of 48 hours. The 

least paid worker is  a grade A1 worker who earned minimum pay was 88 RTGS$ per 

month and will earn 145 RTGS$ per month from 1st May 2019. Task workers are paid 

0.04 RTGS$ per kg for 100kg per day for shear plucked tea totalling up to 104 RTGS$ 

per month, 0.00046 RTGS$ Per Kg for 1000kg plucked per day by  hand held machine 

harvesters totalling up to 119.60 RTGS$ per month and 0.0025 RTGS$ per Kg for 220 

picked per day by macadamia pickers which add up to 143 RTGS$ per month. In the 

new rate, they will earn at least 145 RTGS$ per month. No deductions are made on the 

workers' wages for trainings nor cost of equipment.

There is a documented policy on Child labour. The HR officer does spot checks to ensure 

that no worker below 18 years is engaged on the farm. Identification documents are 

checked at the gate to check that only persons over 18 are engaged. Training has been 

done to raise workers' awareness on the issue.

The farm does not engage personnel on chain contracts as a way to reduce their wages 

or benefits. Everybody is entitled to 2.5 leave days per month  this is granted to them on 

request. All wages and benefits are paid per the National Employment Council payment 

guidelines. 

There is a documented Grievance procedure in place complimented by the National 

Employment Council grievance procedure in place. However workers were unaware of 

their right to access external complaint and grievance handling mechanisms including 

SAN accredited Certification Bodies, SAN Secretariat or local authorities. Complaints are 

raised anonymously through suggestion boxes or the workers' council meetings. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION.

Farm management has trained all the workers on their right to access external complaint 

and grievance mechanism that is local authorities, accredited certification bodies and 

SAN secretariat. Training records were availed and complaint mechanism has been 

displayed on the noticeboard for the workers with contact details in case workers wish to 

make any complaints. 

Per an agreement between the workers and farm management, normal working hours 

are 8.5 hours per day(Monday- Friday) and 5.5 hours a day on Saturday totalling up to 48 

hours per week with on day of rest. Regular working hours are 8 hours per day. 

Regular working hours are 8 hours per day. Work weeks do not exceed two consecutive 

weeks before break and overtime is paid at the rate of 1.5 per day while work done on 

rest day is paid at 2.0.  Overtime is voluntary. Workers fill in an overtime request sheet 

before agreeing to work overtime. Work carried out  on Sunday and on gazetted public 

holiday it is paid at 2.5% per the Zimbabwean law. The entity only experience one peak 

season per year in the months of January to April. 

Drinking is drawn from boreholes. Drinking water analysis was carried out by 

Environmental Management Agency and found suitable per the Zimbabwe Standards 

SAZS:560:1977 . The drinking water meets all the required parameters and is declared 

safe for human consumption. 
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4.14 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.15 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.16 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.17 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.18 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.19 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.38 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

Country Zimbabwe

Audit Physical Address Po Box 4 Chipinge 

Contact Name Esnath Chafewa

Legal Contact Name Paul Spear

Role Chief Executive Officer Phone 2.63772E+11

Other Audit Details

Legal Name Ariston Management Services- Clearwater Estate 

Group Name N/A

City Chipinge State Manicaland 

The chemical handlers are provided with bathing facilities and all PPE is washed and 

stored in the chemical handlers bathing and changing facilities.

There is a documented policy  that prohibits allocation of  work station to pregnant 

women in areas with high temperature and agrochemical which pose a risk to the mother 

and foetus. Only men are allowed to handle chemical. Pregnant workers are reassigned 

areas without any deductions in remuneration. Once they deliver they are given nursing 

breaks.

The entity has a land title for the 1185 ha of land  in Chipinga where it carries out its 

operations.

There was no spillage control mechanism at the Generator room at the tea factory as 

required by the standard. Oil spillage was observed.

OHS risk assessment done by a consultant safety advisor  certified by the National 

Social Security Authority. A Safety Health and Environmental risk  assessment was done. 

It categories the risks to Mechanical, environmental, physical, chemical, biological and 

Psychological. The risks are rated and control measures  and responsible people 

assigned. An Occupational Health and Safety plan and supporting documents are in 

place. Training is the mode of communication and education of workers on the OHS plan 

components.  The clinic nurse has been assigned the task of ensuring the 

implementation of the plan. However, workers offloading tea from the tractors were 

observed to be working without gloves, two female workers at the withering section were 

observed working with sandals and ballet flats and two workers at the parking section 

were observed working without appropriate safety shoes as provided by the factory. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION.

Farm management has issued new PPE to the workers that is gloves and appropriate 

shoes based on area of operation. Purchase records of PPE was presented as evidence, 

photographs of workers working with PPE and training records on worker safety and use 

of PPE for workers was conducted. 

Workers are provided with personal protective equipment based on areas of work. These 

are provided annually also based on areas of work. Such include, boots, gloves, overall, 

helmet, dust mask, impermeable raincoats and gumboots. 

Agrochemical handlers were trained  on safe use and handling of pesticide in May 2018. 

The training content meets all the criterion requirements.
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